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DEWALT Debuts 60V MAX*
Brushless Cordless 7-In.
FLEXVOLT Grinder with Kickback Brake and 20V MAX* XR
Brushless 3-In. Cut Off Tool at
FABTECH 2021 Confrence
DEWALT announces the launch of the new 60V MAX* Brushless Cordless 7-In. FLEXVOLT® Grinder with Kickback Brake™ (DCG440B) and 20V MAX* XR® Brushless 3-In.
Cut Off Tool (DCS438) at FABTECH® 2021 Conference. These new product offerings
provide professionals the tools they need to get the job done.
Designed to power through heavy-duty grinding jobs with ease, the new 60V MAX*
Brushless Cordless 7-In. FLEXVOLT® Grinder with Kickback Brake™ delivers 30 percent more torque than the DCG418 60V MAX* FLEXVOLT® Grinder** and up to 2,300
max watts output. Featuring up to a 7-In. grinding capacity and a no-load speed of
6,500 RPM, the grinder is ideal for wire brushing as well as general grinding and cutting during metal and concrete applications.
Built with user protection top of mind, the grinder is part of the DEWALT PERFORM
& PROTECT™ line of tools and features the E-CLUTCH® System as well as a Kickback
Brake™. PERFORM & PROTECT™ tools are designed to provide a high level of one or
more of the following: control, dust containment or low vibration, without sacrificing
performance. The brake brings the wheel to a halt once the trigger is released while
the E-CLUTCH® System immediately shuts down the motor when a pinch or stall is
detected. The Kickback Brake™ incorporates both of these features, activating in the
event that a pinch or stall occurs, engaging the brake at maximum force and shutting
the tool down; effectively reducing the force towards the user.
The new 20V MAX* XR® DEWALT Brushless 3-In. Cut Off Tool is designed to cut a
variety of materials such as metal, drywall, fiber cement, plastic, tile and stone. With
550 max watts output***, a no-load speed of 20,000 RPM, a 3/8-In. arbor and 0.79In. max depth of cut, the cut off tool is ready to handle many applications across
the trades. The cut off tool has both forward and reverse capability and includes a
removeable dust shroud with adjustable shoe and AirLock™ connection allowing for
convenient attachment to DEWALT extractors (sold separately). In addition, the unit
includes a 7/16-In. arbor adapter ring and three wheels: a Bonded Abrasive Wheel,
a Diamond†Multi-Material Wheel and a Diamond† Tile Wheel. Lastly, the unit comes

outfitted with a tool free adjustable guard, onboard wrench storage and LED light.
Both the 60V MAX* Brushless Cordless 7-In. FLEXVOLT® Grinder with Kickback Brake™ and 20V MAX* XR®
Brushless 3-In. Cut Off Tool are TOOL CONNECT™ Chip Ready (DCE042 sold separately) and can be tracked
virtually on the jobsite via the DEWALT TOOL CONNECT™ Site Manager app. Each comes standard with a
three-year limited warranty, one-year free service contract and 90-day money-back guarantee.
The 60V MAX* Brushless Cordless 7-In. Grinder FLEXVOLT® with Kickback Brake™ will be available kitted
(DCG440X2) with two 60V MAX* FLEXVOLT® batteries (DCB609) for $499 MSRP or as a bare tool (DCG440B)
for $259 MSRP. The 20V MAX* XR® Brushless 3-In. Cut Off Tool will be available as a bare tool later this year
where DEWALT products are sold. For more information on DEWALT products and solutions, visit DEWALT.
com.
*Maximum initial battery voltage (measured without a workload) is 20 and 60 volts. Nominal voltage is 18 and 54.
**DCG440 using DCB609 battery has 30% more torque when compared to DCG418 using DCB609 battery.
***DCS438 tested with DCB203 battery.
†This blade uses manufactured diamonds engineered for cutting.
FABTECH is a registered trademark of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers and Fabricating Manufacturers Association, which has not endorsed or approved these products.
www.DEWALT.com
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New from Larson Electronics
In the past weeks, the corona virus has devastated numerous schools around the country. Some schools have already
closed their doors due to local outbreaks, while others are implementing new sanitation protocols to curb infection
rates.
Students, as well as faculty members and parents are all prone to getting sick in schools without sanitation measures,
such as installing Larson Electronics UV air purifiers in rooms and using UV sanitation carts between classes.
These powerful cleaning devices not only eliminate the corona virus, but are also effective against other types of harmful microbes that cause seasonal allergies and the flu!
Our UV sanitation systems work by targeting viruses and microorganisms directly where they lurk: in the air and on
surfaces.
Larson Electronics UV air purifiers (IND-AH series) continuously clean the air from the upper sections of rooms. Suitable
for occupied areas, the units
feature UV 254 nm lamps
inside an enclosed chamber,
which prevents UV exposure.
Next, our UV disinfection
carts (IND-CD series) are capable of sanitizing surfaces
inside classrooms, eating areas, faculty rooms, hallways
and gyms. Equipped with
wheels, the units feature
360 degrees of coverage for
thorough cleaning.
Sanitation with Larson
Electronics UV disinfection
systems does not require
contact with dirty surfaces or
application of liquid cleaners. This makes the cleaning
process safer and helps preserve school equipment.
Looking for complete,
no-contact sanitation solutions? We have the largest,
industry-leading UVC and far
UV sanitation catalog in the
world. Check out our UVC
and far UV sanitation catalogs for more information.
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Skid Mount Box
Solar-powered systems consist of many parts – from batteries and charge controllers to
converters and fuses.
Housing all of these components in a single, easy-to-access job box is a very effective
way to organize, utilize and transport the equipment around remote areas.
Through robust protection from outdoor elements (sunlight, moisture and debris),
investing in a heavy-duty solar job box can also save you money in the long term.
Larson Electronics manufactures and designs solar job boxes for industrial, outdoor
applications. These units are secured on a skid base for seamless transportation with
forklifts and vehicles.
Solar panels can be included on the skid base, as well as a genset for backup power.
Models with masts are also available for raising equipment in outdoor locations. This
solution is recommended for job sites requiring elevated lighting, security and more.
For added protection in rugged environments, our solar job boxes on skid bases are
finished with a durable powder coating. This protects the frame and makes the overall
system more resilient in outdoor areas.
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Custom Insurance for the
Construction Industry
With XINSURANCE, You Get…
> All-In-One Approach
> Agent Friendly
> Limits up to $10MM
> Property & Casualty
> Professional Liability
> Commercial Auto Liability

Ask us
about our new
coverage option –
Communicable
Disease
Liability

To get your free
custom insurance
quote for the
construction industry,
visit www.xinsurance.com

(available in most states)

> Products Liability
> Exclusions/Gaps in
Current Coverage & More
XINSURANCE is powered by Evolution Insurance
Brokers, LC (“EIB”), an excess and surplus lines
insurance brokerage. XINSURANCE is a DBA of
EIB, which is domiciled in and has its principal
place of business in Sandy, Utah. This insurance product is offered by an unlicensed
surplus lines insurer. The NPN for EIB
is 5464658 and CA license number is
0H93938.

You can also contact
Logan Fitzgerald directly at
801.304.5562 or
loganf@xinsurance.com

Portable Electrostatic Sprayers
Problem: You need an effective way to sanitize your business facilities thoroughly and quickly, to
prevent the spread of the corona virus or other disease-causing microbes.
Initially, you tried wiping down the area at the end of every work day – but the process is extremely
time consuming. Getting around bulky machines, equipment, furniture and dividers is no easy task!
Solution: Use the Larson Electronics portable electrostatic sprayer to sanitize buildings and rooms
easily, without coming in contact with dirty surfaces.
Why: Portable electrostatic sprayers work by releasing a charged mist into the area. The mist contains sanitizing properties that “wrap” around contaminated surfaces or equipment. Compared to
abrasive liquid cleaners, this solution is non-corrosive and can be applied from a safe distance.
Larson Electronics portable electrostatic sprayers are battery powered, allowing individuals to clean
hard-to-reach sections of the building. Our cordless unit with a 4.22-gallon tank can cover up to 40
acres per charge (five acres per hour).
Applications: Portable electrostatic sprayers are recommended for industrial facilities, commercial
areas, restaurants, offices, schools, public transit areas and more!
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Hastings Line Guards Provide Protection

Hastings, a worldwide manufacturer of hot line
tools and equipment, understands that every day
has the potential to bring the unexpected to lineworkers. That is why Hastings designs every product, including our Line Guards, with safety in mind.
Hastings Line Guards are installed before setting
new poles to guard against accidental line contact.
They also guard against accidental contacts by personnel working in insulating aerial buckets or on
platforms. Manufactured with Hastings’ safety yellow polyethylene, our Line Guards are lightweight
and easy to clean.
Hastings Line Guards feature a larger I.D. than
traditional rubber hoses with an opening of 1.77
inches compared to the average 1.25 inches. They
are available in 5- and 6-feet lengths and rated 15
and 25 kV.
Since 1959, Hastings has pioneered design and
fabrication of hot line tools to withstand today’s
toughest field conditions. With a passionate commitment to innovation, Hastings products make the
job safer and easier.
Line Guards can be found on page 603 of Hastings’
online catalog.
For more information, call (269) 945-9541 or
visit www.hfgp.com
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